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TCP, the de-facto Internet transport protocol, has a success-
ful end-host congestion control mechanism that has largely
been effective in managing Internet congestion. Yet, with
TCP alone it is hard to achieve efficient congestion control
mainly due to the inefficiency of congestion estimation at
the end-host. Active queue management (AQM) promises to
overcome the limitations of end-host only congestion control
by providing congestion feedback information before router
buffers overflow.
The most promising approaches view AQM as a feedback
controller on a time-delayed response system and apply con-
trol engineering principles to design an efficient controller
for TCP traffic [2, 3, 4]. In modern control systems, pro-
portional integral derivative (PID) designs dominate due to
their simplicity and effectiveness. Without exception, this
applies to recent active queue management developments
and has altered AQM research from basic framework design
into detailed controller design and practical implementation
issues.
Among PID principles, only the proportional integral (PI)
feedback control approach is primarily considered for AQM
since the effect of the derivative control is often insignificant
under practical Internet environments. While the PI control
approach seems promising, a critical deployment challenge is
the configuration of PI control parameters in a time-delayed
feedback system, i.e., the Internet. There are no simple
and effective PI control parameter configuration available
for time-delayed system [5]. The existing PI control-based
AQM mechanisms such as the PI controller [3] or Adaptive
Virtual Queue (AVQ) [4] lack complete configuration guide-
lines, making their practical deployment difficult.
We propose a practical, rate-based AQM mechanism offer-
ing aggregated rate control (ARC) for TCP traffic. ARC is
a reduced parameter PI controller, founded on classical con-
trol theory and a sound understanding of PI behavior for the
Internet traffic control domain, offering easy configuration
while keeping to proven system stability characteristics. We
model a TCP-ARC feedback control system using a linear
TCP model [3] and develop practical yet effective ARC con-
figuration guidelines. The guidelines cover issues in choosing
a target stable boundary system for ARC configuration and
provide a method for selecting control parameters that help
avoid system instability even when the system is out of the
stability boundary. The guidelines also address the effects
of the rate sampling interval on system stability, a consid-
eration often neglected in other AQM studies.
Controllers with the same underlying principle design can re-
sult in noticeably different implementations, both in terms
of complexity and performance depending on the way in

which control information is obtained and feedback is pro-
cessed. AQM requires information on the incoming traffic
load to make accurate congestion control decisions, informa-
tion which can be obtained in two different ways: derivation
of queue samples or incoming traffic rate over the service
rate. ARC takes a rate-based control information acquisi-
tion approach. For a small amount of data collection over-
head, rate-based data acquisition reduces sampling noise
that can significantly degrade the accuracy of congestion
measurement. In addition, rate-based mechanisms can more
effectively react to impending congestion, making control
decisions before outbound queue buildup and can also be
tuned to minimize queuing delay for a small loss in link uti-
lization, allowing enhanced support for the quality of service
(QoS) needs of various Internet applications.
Through an extensive simulation study, we have evaluated
ARC and similar AQM mechanisms including the PI con-
troller [3], AVQ [4] and SFC [2], and drop-tail queue man-
agement over a wide range of network and traffic conditions
including Web flash crowd and multiple bottleneck cases.
Our simulations show that ARC effectively handled network
congestion in all the tested traffic conditions, outperforming
other mechanisms in terms of queuing delay, link utilization,
packet loss, and object response time for Web traffic. For
details, see [1].
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